Tips on Organizing Your
Dining Room
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Measure your dining room's length (A) and width (B)
32"+ between table edge and wall or furniture
For extra room for guests to comfortably move around, extend the
32" measurement to 42"-48"
Rule of thumb on place settings: 23" long X 12" deep
If using arm chairs, extend the 23" length to the length of your
chairs
Width of table should be able to accommodate two 12" place
settings on either side, as well as a minimum of 6" width down the
middle for glasses, dishes, decor, etc.
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Standard

Ideal for use on pedestal tables, or tables where the
table base remains stationary while the table top opens.
Functions through a series of parallel boards that slide
back and forth using a rack and pinion mechanism that
ensures that the table top opens and closes easily while
staying in balance.
Internal camber compensates for sagging at the two
ends of the table.

Standard
Equalizing

Ideal for use on four-legged tables, or tables where the
table base moves with the table top when you open it.
Function through a series of parallel boards that slide
back and forth using a male & female butterfly notch
Internal camber compensates for sagging in the middle
of the table.

Equalizer

Tips on Choosing the
Right Table Slide

Hybrid model of the previous two.
Ideal for use on extra-large four-legged tables that
require a fifth support leg in the middle to prevent
sagging.
Utilizes elements of both the standard and equalizer
slides to allow the center supporting leg to remain
stationary while the two ends of the table pull apart.

Necessary
Measurements

Measure the length of your table top when closed before you add
the leaves, then divide by 2. This is the minimum recommended
length your slide should be when closed.
Ex: 48" table top / 2 = 24" minimum slide length
Measure the opening you would like to have when you add all
your leaves and close your table, then add an additional 1-2" to
accommodate for space needed to put them in.
Ex: combined 24" leaves + 2" = 26" opening
Measure the maximum length beneath your table inside the
apron boards when closed, then subtract 1-2". This is your
maximum recommended length for closed table slides.
Ex; 42" apron to apron - 2" = 40" maximum slide length

